Let Stories Inspire Learning

In today’s high pressured, digital era, parents often struggle to find ways to connect and engage
with their children. In this workshop, parents will be provided with theme-based Chinese picture
books to encourage their child’s motivation while supporting language learning.

Why Let Stories Inspire Learning?
Everyone likes stories, but not everyone loves to read. Many children are reluctant readers and find reading
difficult and boring, especially if they only equate reading with school reports or assessments. By allowing
stories to inspire learning, you provide children with the intrinsic motivation to read by tapping into their
interests and curiosity.
“Children need adults in their lives to show them how to better understand make a story their own. We
best support them in this endeavour by having conversations that engage children in the stories they read.”
Diane Frankenstein, author “Reading Together”.

What you get:

Language:

The course is divided into 4 x 2 hour sessions. The first session
discusses motivation and learning an approach on how to make
use of picture books, with various theme to illustrate the
importance of motivation for learning.

Cantonese

Who is it for:

The second session delves towards language learning; how picture
books could help enrich language acquisition and development.
Most importantly it is to exercise language learning through the
bonding and sharing between parents and children.

Suitable for parents of children, 2-8 years old.
Recommended for groups of 20-30
participants but larger groups can be arranged.

The third session discusses the use of “dialogic reading”; how to
converse with children, drive inquisitive learning and to scaffold
and enrich children’s knowledge.
The fourth session deepens the concept of learning and how
“happiness” blends into learning through stories and inspires the
learning mind; it introduces a variety of favourite books to inspire
a love of reading and learning.
Group learning through role play and insights
will be shared for a fun and interactive workshop.
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Fee and duration:
$8,500 for 4 sessions x 2 hours each session

.

To request more details, please contact Yvonne
Leung at yvonne@bringmeabook.org.hk

Register
www.bringmeabook.org.hk

@bmabhk

